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This is the first semi-annual report for NAGW-3023 (SwRI Project 15-4971), Studies of

Extra-Solar Oort Clouds and the Kuiper Disk.

We are conducting research designed to enhance our understanding of the evolution and

detectability of comet clouds and disks. This area holds promise for also improving our under-

standing of outer solar system formation, the bombardment history of the planets, the transport

of votatiles and organics from the outer solar system to the inner planets, and to the ultimate fate

of comet clouds around the Sun and other stars. According to "standard" theory, both the Kuiper

Disk and Oort Cloud are (at least in part) natural products of the planetary accumulation stage

of solar system formation. One expects such assemblages to be a common attribute of other solar

systems. Therefore, searches for comet disks and clouds orbiting other stars offers a new method

for indirectly detecting the presence of planetary systems.

Our three-year effort consists of two major efforts: (1) modelling and observational work to

predict and search for the signatures of Oort Clouds and comet disks around other stars and (2)

modelling studies of the formation and evolution of the Kuiper Disk (KD) and similar assemblages

that may reside around other stars, including fl Pic. These efforts are referred to as Task 1 and 2,

respectively. Task 2 is to be carried out as an integral part of Dr. Glen Stewart's proposed origins

program.

Recent Results

Under Task 1, we undertook a first run at the JCMT to study one of the best IRAS IR-excess

comet cloud candidates, a Psa (Fomalhaut), have begun the analysis of that data, and proposed

for additional time to map the Fomalhaut system in more detail. The reduced data indicate there

is evidence for dust around Fomalhaut at distances 10x greater (i.e., 2500 AU) than ever before

detected, providing strong evidence for a population of distant comets or other bodies undergoing

collisions. Observing proposals to extend this work to other stars, and to make a second-generation

study of Fomalhaut have been submitted to JCMT and the ESO/IRAM submm observatories have

during this quarter. The Time Allocation Committees (TACs) for these observatories have not yet

met to evaluate proposals.

Under Task 2, we performed scaling calculations to determine the importance of (i) perturbations

by passing stars and GMCs on objects in the Kuiper Disk and (ii) the role of protoplanetary gas

drag in providing a lower size cutoff in the inital KD population, and (iii) the likelihood that

large (,_ 103 km) objects populate the KD. We found that (i) although galactic tides remain to

be evaluated, individual stellar and GMC perturbations are unlikely to be important for objects

inside a few hundred AU; (ii) owing to drag during propotplanetary scattering events, objects

smaller than ,,_ 100 m should be strongly depleted in the initial OC/KD size distribution and (iii)

numerous 1000-km bodies may have been present during the accretion of Uranus and Neptune

and may now reside in the KD and OC. The later two results are directly related to the initial

size spectrum of objects which must be included in our dynamical/collisional model. We have



alsobegunthe developmentwith GlenStewartof the dynamical/collisionalmodelneededto make
progresson the KD studies. At present,25%of the requiredmodelcodeis in place. The first
publicationresultingfrom the Stern/Stewartcollaborationis nowtaking place.This work (Stern
andStewart1992)reportsthe resultsof initial collisionalcalculationsconstrainingthe population
structureof the Kuiper Disk, and makingpredictionsconcerningof the far-IR signatureof the
Kuiper Disk. Weexpectto submitthis publicationlater this year. A popularpaper(Stern1992)
hasbeenpublishedin Astronomy magazine describing the Stern (1991) paper which resulted from

work on this project performed prior to funding.
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Mapping the Extended, Cold Dust Cloud Around a PsA (Fomalhaut):
A Comet Cloud or Disk?

In 1991 we carriedout an initialsetofmm/submm observationsof_ PsA - the only known main-sequence,
submm-resolved IR excesssource beside/3Pic. Those observations,made using the JCMT UKT14 facility
bolometer,returned data at l.lmm which indicatethe presenceof extended emissionapproximately as strong
at distancesof 2500 AU from & PsA as those i00 AU from the star(Stern_ Weintraub 1992). Based on
models of the sun's Oort Cloud and Kuiper Disk (e.g.,Weissman 1990; Stern,et al. 1991),one expectsdust

opticaldepth and submm emissionto peak at 102.5-3.5AU from a starpossessinga cloud of interacting(i.e.,
colliding)comets such as our own (Figure i).

The main objectiveof thisIRAM proposalisthe mapping of colddust around FomaJhaut (A3V; a PsA).
Mapping isnecessaryto elucidatethe structureof the FomaJhaut dust cloud,and thereby to addresswhether
itisin factrelatedto an Oort-likecomet cloud. The IFtAM facilitybolometer is the instrument of choice

forthiswork because itis3-4x more sensitivethan the JCMT UKT14 (Thum, et al. 1992).As such IRAM
observationscan both (i)detectweaker emissionand (li)work fasterat the moderately "strong"emissionlevel
(_25 mJy) alreadydetected2500 AU from FomaJhaut.

Detectionsof colddust around main sequence starswere initiatedby IRAS, firstat Vega (Aumann, etal.
1984) and then around many other stars(Aumann 1985, Stencel_: Backman 1991). Owing to the shortdust
Lifetimeagainstradiationpressureand Poynting-Robertson(PP_)drag,the detectionofcontinuum emissionfrom

dust around such starsstronglyindicatesa present-daydust source,which presumably consistsofmacroscopic
objects (e.g., comets or asteroids) undergoing collisions (e.g., Weissman 1984). Thus, the detection of highly-
eztended IR and FIR emission naturally suggests the presence of an Oort Cloud or Kuiper Disk (Weissman
1984; Aumann 1985). Since comet clouds represent a 'smoking gun' of planetary formation (Stern, et al. 1991),
comet cloud detection provides strong circumstantial evidence for the existence of an underlying planetary
system.

Only a handful of the IRAS IR excess sources are close enough to permit spatial mapping of the excess
emission region by submm/mm telescopes. Indeed, submm/mm searches for such extended emission have been
reported around just 6 IRAS IR excess sources (cf., Becklin _: Zuckerman 1989; Chin] et al. 1990). Positive
detections of extended emission off the stellar line-of-sight (LOS) were made for only two of these: /3 Pic
(16.6 pc distant) and a PsA (6.7 pc distant). Optical coronograph studies (Smith &: Terrile 1984) and 0.Smm
work by Becklin £: Zuckerman (BZ) have revealed a disk-like assemblage reaching to > 103 AU around/3 Pic.
Unfortunately, no well-studied analog to _ Pic exists.

Previous to our 1991 work, Chin] et al. (1990) detected 12x the 0.8mm emission along the LOS to
Fomalhaut expected from a normal A3V photosphere, confirming the presence of cold circumstellar dust. BZ's
1989 study at 0.8mm revealed substantial continuum emission one JCMT beam-width (,-_ 100 AU) off the line
of sight to the star in both the NW and NE directions (see Table 1). Based on this work and our own 1.1ram
data, there is now good evidence for extended thermal emission from dust at several distances, and in at least
two directions around a PsA.

We thus propose to make a much more complete exploration of the angular and spatial distribution of
extended emission around Fomalhaut, using the IRAM 240 GHz (1.3 ram) bolometer. The osed study will (i)
extend measurements of the dust emission to a distance 3x that already explored, and (ii) explore the shape of
the dust distribution (i.e., to determine whether the emission suggests a disk-like or spherical source). With
these data, we plan to gather enough data to put the a PsA extended dust emission map on an equal footing
with/3 Pic, so that detailed, comparative studies can begin.

In all, we wish to obtain 1.3mm measurements at 3-4 distances from Fomalhaut. At each distance, we will
make measurements along the LOS to the star, and at orthogonal directions around a PsA (i.e., in a cruciform
pattern). All previous work is limited to just four points distributed among two wavelengths (note Chin], et al
only observed along the line of sight to the star). Three 8 hour shifts are requested to accomplish our objectives.
Including calibration and normal observing overheads, we estimate we can make 3 to 4 (4 - 5a significance)
integrations per shift (see Table 2). In addition to pushing to greater distances, this program will triple the
number of mapping points so-far obtained.

Mapping will begin in the SE direction from a PsA (along the plane of strongest emission, opposite to the
NW direction explored in 1991), stepping logarithmically outwards (i.e. ,-_2000, 4000, 8000 AU). Our goals are
to determine (i) at what distance the emission peaks, and (ii) the the emission distribution both inside and
outside the peak in order to shed light on the question of whether the extended dust is in a disk or shell. We
note that BZ's NW and NE 0.8mm measurements 100 AU from a PsA indicate some preference for a tilted
disk. The resolution of the disk vs. shell question directly relates to whether the dust is derived from a source
in some inner, planetary plane or whether the source is instead related to spherical outflow more likely related
to the A3V star itself.

The continuum emission detected at each station around a PsA will be used to model the optical depth
distribution and total mass of orbiting dust. These parameters will be used to infer the mass and distribution of
the underlying, macroscopic source bodies for the dust. Our model (cf. Stern, et al. 1991) employs a standard
(e.g., Mathis et al. 1977) size distribution, with optical coefficients for the dust taken from Draine (1985),
assuming optically thin radiative transport. We will estimate the mass of the underlying bodies generating the
dust taking into account production by collisions, as well as radiation, PR, and ISM drag losses (Stern 1990).
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Table 1
0.8 mm JCMT Observations of Main-Sequence IR Excess Stars

Star Distance On Stellar Flux At Offset Flux At Offset
(parsec) Position Offset 1 Position 1 Offset 2 Position 2

(mJy/beam) (mJy/beam_ (mJy/beam)

a PsA 6.7 35 + 6.5 23.6 + 12 14.2"E,8.2"N 40 4- 11 8.2"W,14.2"N
fl Pic 16.4 80 4- 14 40 4- 26 7.4"W,15."S 11.7 4- 17 7.4"E,15."N
a Lyra 8.1 21.5 + 5.4

Table 2 =
1.3mm Observing Time Estimates

Distance IILAM NEFD Predicted Flux 3a Limit 3a Limit
(30-50 K) (120 rain) (60 min)

1000 AU 90 mJy Hz -z/2 5-15 mJy 1-2 mJy 2-3 mJy

2000 AU 90 mJy Hz -1/2 9-28 mJy 1-2 mJy 2-3 mJy

4000 AU 90 mJy Hz -z/2 3-10 mJy 1-2 mJy 2-3 mJy

Assumes R-J spectrum from 1.1 to 1.3mm.
b The emission model used to make these predictions is for an Oort Cloud-like radial distribution (cf.,

Fig. 1); higher emission could be present if either (i) the 2500 AU points we surveyed in 1991 are not
at the peak or (ii) if the interior region is not depleted, as in our solar system.
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Figure 1: The expected radial distribution of comets in our Oort Cloud when projected onto the plane
of the sky (from Stern, Stocke & Weissman 1991).
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6 ABSTRACT OF PROPOSED OBSERVATIONS

In late 1991 we used UKTI4 to study extended, submm/mm emission at distances from FomaJhaut (a PsA) an

order o.f magnitude beyond previous detections. That observing run appeaxs to have resulted in the detection

of cold dust at distances consistent with Oort Cloud detection. We propose now to extend such studies to a set

of 6 other IRAS IR excess sources. The proposed observations attack the root objective of our NASA Origins

of Solar Systems project to search for evidence for and then study the properties of extra-solar Oort Clouds

•xround main sequence stars.

7 ABSTRACT OF BACK UP PROGRAMME FOR POOR OBSERVING CONOITIONS
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Detections of cold dust at significant distances around main sequence stars was initiated by IRAS, first
at Vega (Aumann et al. 1984) and then around many other stars (Aumann 1985; Stencel & Backman 1991).
Owing to the short dust lifetime against radiation pressure and Poynting-Robertson (PR) drag, the detection of
continuum emission from dust around such stars strongly indicates a present-day dust source, which presumably
consists of macroscopic objects (e.g., comets or asteroids) undergoing collisions (Weissman 1984). Therefore,
the detection of highly-extended IR and FIR emission naturally suggests the presence of an Oort Cloud or
I(uiper Disk (Weissman 1984; Aumann 1985).

Submm/mm searches for (and in several cases detections of) extended emission from dust have been
reported around only a few IRAS IR excess sources (cf., Becklin & Zuckerman 1992 (BZ); Chini et al. 1990).
In all cases except our Fomaihaut work and BZ's /3 Pie work, submm/mm searches have been limited to
distances of 100-200 AU or less from the parent star. (Of course, optical coronograph studies by Smith &

Terrile (1984) have revealed a disk-like assemblage reaching to > 103 AU around/3 Pie).
The critical distinction we emphasize is that while dust at distances of 100-200 AU is interesting and may

well be related to comet disks and even planetesimal formation, dust at > 1500 AU represents a 'smoking gun'
for giant planet formation (Stern, et al. 1991). The reason for this is that, assuming the dust is generated by
comet collisions (the standard model), giant planets are required to scatter comets to such large distances (this
is how our Oort Cloud was formed). As such, comet cloud detection provides extremely strong evidence for the
existence of an underlying planetary system with giant planets acting as scattering centers.

Our NASA Origins research program is focused on determining the frequency and physical properties of
Extra-Solar Oort Clouds (ESOCs). Last year we carried out an initial set of JCMT observations of _ PsA,
the only known main-sequence, submm-resolved IR excess source beside/3 Pic. We were able to obtain data
at 1.1mm which indicate the presence of extended emission at distances of 2500 AU from a PsA (Stern &
Weintranb 1992). This is just where models of the sun's Oort Cloud and Kuiper Disk (e.g., Weissman 1990;
Stern, et al. 1991) predict dust optical depth and submm emission to peak (i.e, 500-3000 AU from the star
itself; cf., Figure 1). This is much also further out than past dust detections around main sequence stars,
and strongly indicates Fomalhant has an extended comet cloud undergoing mutual collisions (cf., Stern 1988).
Emission at even larger distances may be detectable; we did not have time to complete such a search.

This proposal for Semester X requests time to conduct a search for cold dust assemblages around other
stars which IRAS and�or JCMT/IRAM observations have shown are sources of excess IR and submm/mm
emission, and are therefore good ESOC candidates. The objective is to determine if f_ Pic and Fomalhaut are-
anomalous or just the 'tip of an iceberg,' representing a broadl), common phenomenon related to planetary
formation. Table 1 gives the list of 6 candidate stars for our program. We note that these 6 stars branch out
beyond AV dwarfs like Fomalhant and Vega to determine whether such assemblages may be common to other
IRAS IR excess types as well. Depending on the number and dates of shifts awarded, we will select a subset of
3-5 of these stars for observation.

As in our Semester U/Fomalhant program, we will use UKT14 to make our search. The search strategy
will be to make observations at 1.1ram in a five-point cruciform around each program star at a distance of 2500
AU. By observing 4 points uniformly distributed in azimuth about the parent star, we can make effective use
of JCMT's AZ/EL chopping system. The result of such an observing strategy gives us both a measure of the
extent of emission at 2500 AU, as well as a constraint on the geometry of the source at 2500 AU.

Objects orbiting 2500 AU from their parent stars are subject to considerable perturbations from both
passing stars and GMCs (cf., Weissman 1990). One expects dust around mature main sequence systems to
reflect the distribution of underlying parent bodies (e.g., comets), and therefore to be widely distributed in
plane-of-sky azimuth around the star (i.e., a dynamically hot dust distribution). The five-point cruciform
search will allow us to address the question of whether detected emission is derived from either a thick- or
tilted- disk, or instead from a more spherical shell.

For a canonical distance of 10 pc and a UKT14 beamwidth of 19 arcsec at l.lmm, 2500 AU corresponds
to 13 beamwidths from the parent star. All of our program stars are between 3 and 16 pc, thereby putting the
2500 AU point 7-43 beamwidths off the star. Confirming observations at 1.3 or 0.8mm will be made around
those stars for which we find evidence for 1.hnm excess at 2500 AU.

Including offset-pointing, calibration, and normal observing overheads, we estimate UKT14 can complete
1 five-point cruciform search (i.e., one target) per shift at 1.1ram, with a detection limit of 15-25 mJy (4a).
Each cruciform point will consist of 4-8 1000 sec integration blocks interspersed with calibrator and/or pointing
updates, as required. In total we request 1 shift for each of the 6 program stars, and 3 shifts for confirming
0.8mm observations on detected sources. As a reduced request, we ask for a minimum of 4 shifts to study
2-4 stars (depending on the number of 1.1mm detections made). Observations at Fomalhaut will be made at
1.1mm at 4000 AU and 0.8mm at 2500 AU to extend on the UKT14 work done in semester U.

The continuum emission detected at each cruciform station and along the LOS to the star will be used to
model the optical depth distribution and total mass of orbiting dust around each program star. This emission
will be modeled with a submm/mm dust radiative transfer code developed for just such studies at the University
of Calgary (cf., Marshall, Leahy, & Kwok 1992). The model results will be used to infer the mass distribution
of the underlying, macroscopic source bodies for the dust. The model employs a standard (e.g., Mathis et _l.
1977) size distribution, with optical coefficients for the dust taken from Draine (1985), assuming optically thin
radiative transport. We will estimate the mass of the underlying bodies generating the dust taking into account
production by collisions, as well as radiation. PR, and ISM drag losses (Stern 1990).



This mini-surveyof potentialOort Cloud sites is a natural precursor to determine the appropriate strategic
,_nd stellar selection criteria for more extensive work using SCUBA in future years.
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Table 1

ESOC Seareh Program Stars (Ordered by RA)

Target Coords/IRAS Name Distance (pc) Type

Procyon 07366+0520 3.5 F5IV wd
DM-23'8646 09399-2341 12 F9IV
3 Leo 11464+ 1451 12 A3V
r/CrB 15211+3027 16 G3V G0V

c_ Lyr (Vega) 18352+3844 7.5 A0V
c_ PsA (Fomulhaut) 22549-2953 6.7 A3V

Table 2 a

UKT14 ESOC Observing Time Estimates

JMCT NEFD Predicted ESOC Flux 3a Limit 3a Limit

(30-50 K) (120 min) (60 min)

0.8mm 0.7 Jy ttz -1/2 24-75 mJy 24 mJy 35 mJy

1.1mm 0.3 Jy Hz -1/2 13-40 mJy 11 mJy 15 mJy

1.3mm 0.3 Jy Hz -1/2 09-28 mJy 11 mJy 15 mJy

Assumes R-J spectrum extrapolated from 0.8 mm observations. Predicted ESOC fluxes are based

on the Fomalhaut (c_ PsA) model.

Figure 1: The expected radial distribution of comets in our Oort Cloud when projected onto the
plane of the sky (from Stern, Stocke _z Weissman 1991).
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Where
SOLAR SYSTEM FORMATION

has Pluto's
family gone?
Hundredsof icy Plut0-1ikeplanets

may have roamed the outer solar

systembefore being ejectedinto
thevastcometcloud.

by AlanStern

Tk$ tvll us two

main groups of planet's make up the,
sub, system. One Broup con=is,; of
fuut dense, rocky, terrestrial planets
that_irclcinlightor'elLstucked with.
_n a distance lets than twice Earth's
dl;t,_nce from the Sun. Th_ other con-

slsL_o1"four _=arsantuan, low-density
,_aSgli_nts that orbit between 5 and
}0 times Earth's distance from the

SL.n Just boynnd the la.ct of the ga_;
gla.tsllesIcy Pluto. Thb tiny world
[races an unusually Inclined and
occonlrIc (3this and, at 0.2 lx.tc_,t of
Earth's mass, It is signlflcanUy smaller
Ihan 3ny _ the otho' 0,_,_1pIsnets,

Pluto's size aM orbit are unl;t<Q
rn,-x_eof any olhor pin;lot, suggesting
,,hat it is a misfit. W11ilethc Orlgln Of
',he other pint.Is Is ralatively clear, it
;s difficult to explain h_w this single
imle world developed at the raKged
eds_ of the planetary system. Pluto

appears to be a ton_ end that chal-
lenges our conventional view of lhe
_olar =ysten"s architecture.

One theory expblninl_ the forma-
tion of Pluto su,_tj/,cslsthat the planel
ts an eSCal_.d satellite o_ one ¢;f the
giant plan_b, Another =up:J1ostsPluto
could hay0 foaled as the by pttx:lud
o_ a collL_n that occurred durin_ the
conslrur,:ti_n o{ Jupiter_ Saturn,
Uranus, and N_ptune from smaller
Icy bodies. 04" Is 1I mmethlng else!

I=ormaflo_ o_ the PI_¢a
Over the last several decades

astronomers have esabli=h,.,d a stan-

cbrd model for lheor_in of the plan-
el_. This model status that the solar

system started when an ir_l©(stcllar
S cloud collapsed Bravitationally.
e o_nlinued collapse of the cloud

heated the central portion of the g,aI
until nuclear fires were kindled, cr_
ating th_ Sun.

The spinning of this 8as doud
c_u_l dust and g_s left u_r frcxnthe
formation of the Sun to form = dlsk,

In-failing Interstellar dust grains I
imd dust _rains that formed in the
nebula itself- suffered a filctlonal

drag from 8as particlo= in the nebula
thatcau,sed r,hem to settle down to a

nanow plane. This plane lay at tl_
center of the dbk formed by _a=ipani-
cles and was perhaps ter_ nf thnu-
lands of limes thinner.

The dust gralna were composed
primaril_ of silicon- and carbon.
based materials, and water, methane,
and carbon monoxide Ices. Where

the density of grains was high
enough, collisions frequently _ook
place between particles in nearby
o_blti. Thor,o 8ont_ collisinns caused
the grains to grow. Gray!rational
instabilities in the dust disk acceler.

=ted Ibis grnwth, which caused
roups of gmwJn_ grains to con.
ense and form kilometer-sized

"planetesimals."
From the _tudy of very yuun_

_lar-tyl_ stars, called T Taurl ._tar_,
It'a clear that tl_ kxmalion uf dull
and Ba= disks arour¢l slats is com-
mon. But the T Taurts also have

itron 8 stellar winds that q-lckly dis-
sip,tie their dust and 8a_ disk=.
C_servations of hundreds of T Taut=
sta_ In the Orlon and Taurus.Auriga
stellar nur_rle=, Indicate that every

8E_EMBEg 1992 41
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mlar!ike I Tauri s:arblowi its disk

dway after 1 to 10 million years of
nuclear burning.

The tiny ctu_t grain= and pebblei
_n the disk are highly smceptible Io
dra K frum these wind._. Un!e_s the
small particles can assemble into
,argot, less dra_-_usceptible ob_,,cts,
_hey wlll be blown out uf orbit
around lho liter _lr_ back into Inter-

stellar spac._. Fodunaluiy, computer
limuialkm; d planetesimal growth in
the Solar nebula indicate that drag-
reiiitant, kilometer-siz*_l planet, at.
rnals can form before the onset or' the
1"T_,u,i wind.

Like the tiny dull grains they
grew out of, planetesimal= collide
while In orbit around Ihelt star.

Oftentimes, _e mlli=i_n_ are gt'ntle
enough that the planete;imals 8row
in size. This p,.x:vs% knuwn as plan.
eleslmal a¢crellon, build,* up larger
and laPoer t:v,_ie= until a taw of _e
fa_tcst-gmwlng planemslmals exc_,ed
a critical mass, at which puint their
gravitaliu_l attraction beGones a
tignifiran, _aid to growth.

]"hen Ihe_Jeb(_k:s (;an altr.=ct oill-

et planetesimal= in ne.il_=borlng orblts

42 AS1RONCMY

thai would not otherwise collide.

Bec,au_: each colllslon r_ultlng In
Iccrction -dt"Js more mass to these

bOd_l;, the prGc...ol.sacc'lllofatel rabid-
ly, creating runaway growth. In this
runaway pn0¢e,_, tl_flr_ u_eCb to
roach critical mass _row _a*t_r and
faster unlit all the malarial in the nob.

Ula cwnlually ,_;:('.rcte_iInto p_an_tsor
li _'/'avit=tlonllly ejec'Jed to distant
ur_It_ by neat mls_s with the glow.
ing I_lantpbnett.

Astronomers believe such ejec-
iiunll populated the ctlilent Oorl
cloud wilh 100 billion Icy planete=;i-
mils, more commonly called com.
ell. Once accretion and ejection
exhaust the _upply of planetesimal%
the accnetlon pha_ o( planetary (or.
m_6on Is complete.

Some evidence for this accretion

prOCeSScomes from cbemlc_l stud-
los of the Moon that indicate the

Mu_n was formed most likely as the
resull of a collidnn bolween a Mar_-
sized body and young Earth. Other
tosllmony for the accr©ri¢_ process
come= |rum the differing composl-
lions of the a_,leroids and planets,
the almospherl¢ composition of the

lerreslr;al planets., and the ubiqui-

tOUS cr_lerlnl_ seen on the Moon,
Mcrcury, anti the satellitcs of the

iant ptaneti. Craters rant_ln_J in
iameler from tens to hundreds of

kLlumetvrs scar the airl_.:_= planet=
and _tollite$. Man), of these crater=
were I'orrned by the final clearing or
planetcsimals as tt_ ac_.rction phase
drew to a cto_.

/at Unlikely Bump in the Dark
Given this _©neral view of plane-

tan/' fom_tion, il's not k_ difficult tu
imagine Pluto simply as a tone relic
embryo o_"plir_..htqf formation l)',_t
was fnrtuiloudy ejected to a not too
dis,tent _et _fe orbit, where it ha_
remained ever since. Indeed, Pluto's

Orbit remlilns protected t:_at,_c the
orbits of Pluto and Neptune are
_ravllatiunally locked In a ;tale
called resonar_ce thai prevents Pluto
from appn'_ehin 8 closer to Neptune
than 17 astronomical units, (One
astronomical unit, or ^U, is the
average distance between the Sun
and Earth.)

So why the I'ui_t Why i= Plutu'=
existence so hard to reconcile with
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i
the ar¢.hlteCture of the solar systemf
The probl-.m is Charon, PlutO'S only
macon, which was disc.ow_d in I g78

by Jan;es Christ1_ of the U,S. Naval
C,_rvalufy,

A ser,es of mutual ecl,oscs of the

planPt and its _._tollilo from 1985 tO
1990 revealed that Pluto and
Charon arc a highly unusual pair.
Both Piuto and Charnn have low

densities and icy surraces, which
indicates that they f'urmed in Ihu
cool, outer p',rt of the solar system.
While most planets are much later
than t|K:i, satellites (_.,e the illusLra.
=Ion above), Chafer is half the size
of Plulo and ahout 20 percent of
Pluto'smass. Eventhe Earth-Moon

system, sorr_tlme_ c_llcd = double
p!anot, I! nowhere near as similar in
s_zeand mass, with the Moon being
a._out one,qL, arter the size el I_arlh
a_d having only about 1 percent of
Earth3 masq.

No known proceSS could cause
Pluto to form such a comparali_cly
I_r_,e sat011Re durin 8 accrellon. Fur-
ther, the ant]ular momentum u_ the
Plulo-Ch_trOn pair rules out the for-
mation of Charon by Ih_ r,,plltHn8 nf

a rapidly rotating proSe-Pluto into
une b,rBu and o_e small piece.

instead it appears Pluto and
Charon formed Independently and
then culllded, _rmlng the pre_nt
Pluto-Charon pair. This scenario,
liras su_osted in 1¢J84 by Bill M¢-
KInnon of Washington University in
St, Louis, is supported by evidence
that the other hypotheses cannot
easily e_laln. ]nis Includes the sim-
ilar masses of Pluto and Charon, lhe

1 7° tilt of Pluto's orbit, the larile
ecc_nlricity of Pluto'a orblt, and tl'te
fact that both Pluto and Charon
rotate on their sides as Uranus _x_s,
with their rotation axes lylnB in the
plane af their orbit. Ptuto's orbital
eccentricity may be _elalcd to the
force of th_ oJlli_ion b_twecn Pluto

and Charon. Mntt planetary =cien.
tlsts now fav_" tlqs model.

13e_pi_ i_ pm_en_ popularity, the
collision theury does face one diffl-
cull hurdle. It iS hll_hly unllkely that
two slnall planets would expcr_nce
_uch a collision in the vastness of the

outer solar system. Some of my
recent research p_inl= out the very
low probability of such a collision.

Using numerical calculations, I
demonstrated th_t if Pluto and

Charon started in mparatc orbits In
the o_ter solar w_mm, they would
not, in all lik_lihoo0, collide, even
over the abe u( the r_ar _yslem.

To compute the collision probabil-
Ity of Pixie and Charon, we u_ Ihe
_ame prirciplcs used by 19_-cen_ury
physici'4s tc_ mo¢_l the motions of
molecule= in = 8as. Thl= "particle-
Ift-It.bOx" apgroach estimates the
probability that two or more particles
In a container of known volume will
collide with nne another within a

specified periud of time. For the
Pluto-Charon collision, f,hls standard

approach require= knowln 8 only
three things: their size, II_ volume
of space _n which Plut_ and Charon
orbit, and the relative vekx;itles _ the
pfe-Oalfi_ion olbits,

Over a range u_ rea_ur_ble values
for Ihe_e wriablm, the probability of
Pluto'_ physically runnln_ Into
Charon Is r_li&ible -- less th_n ore
in a milllun uver the a_e of Ihe Ioler
system. Anott_r way of _y_n 8 this is
that Pluto and Charon, ofolflng atone
In the outer solar st=tern, would n_t

_EI_EMBER I_2 /_
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minor
planets or
major
rocks?

Pfol_us

HYl)edon

The small silos of the Ice a_varls
raise the questinn as lo whet_'er
thole bodies are true planets or not.
Oblelnlng an answer Is not e_sy
because no oi'ficial definition of
what co¢lftllutesa planet exists. Bur.
we carl conllndr.:t i good working
definition.

To dassi(y a body asa plane(, it is
(eavonable m ask that it satix(y thn.,_
criteria. First,the object must directly
orbit the Sunr_th_r than tome oth0r
body, as a satelll_ d_s.

Next, the body mus! be mass,ve

have collided in 4.5 billion years
unless l|)e nY,)Yextr_)rdinary ot coffl-
cidenccstook place.

An attractivesolution to Piutuand
Charon's unhkely collision Is to
increase[he number of small, Flu_o.
like p,ands swarming about the outer
solar system durin_ lh_ era when
untrlusand NOplUll_ formed.

With many more bodies orbldnl_
in the same region, the collision
probabilities incmau._ rapidly as the
_luu,c of the number of bodies,The
one in a millk_n chance staledabove
increasesto about one In a hundred
for 1_20bodies.1"omake the collldon
between Pluto and Char0n likely (a
50f5U chance) requires roughly
i,000 Pluto.llke boales residing In
the 20 to 30 AU region, even If we
assume the collision took place
anytime during _he 4 C;.billinn-yeat
history of I1_ solar sysWm.[Butcolll-
s:om am sdll rare becausethe aver°
a_edisl,!n_oh_eon thesebodies is
roughly I AU.) Depending upon
uncertalntlos In the origlnal orbital
dislHbutk_nof Ihosebodies and the
time scale during which they we_
prc._ent in the Uranus-to.Neptune

/,4 _'i_ONOl_

zone, the actual popuiationof small,
Icy planets Imp_led by the presence
of lhe Ptuto-Charun binary could
have Ix_n as small as a few hundnud
or as latl_ Is ten ,'houtand.Although
thi_ rangeof' un_nalnty ts large,the
poim remainsthat many more bodies
than the ones we see today were
roqulmd mmak© the Plulo-Cha,c_n
collision i_k=Iy iL ill,

It't ¢erlainly a radical det_rturo
from lh{ slandard view of mlar sys-
'.em archilecture to eapecl thai in
addillon to the nine known planels,
hundtc_|i or Ihnusandsnf icy planets
I,U_ _o 3,000 km in diameter also
_ormed. Rut the cam _or = popula-
tion of small icy planets, or "ice
dwarfs," Is not at odds wlth other
Importantcon_tralntson the. forma-
tion of Ihe ou_©rzolar rystern.

One such constraint is the total
_mount of material available In the
re,ion where N_'_tgne an_ Uranus
formed. Recentsimulations o:plane.
ta_ fofnzalion in Ihc ouier m!ar sys-
t_;m indicaln thai the fornnati_n
pn,_,_ssw-_snot erfic_en¢.As much as
100 Eatlh ma_ of material proba-
bly resided,n the Uranusm Neptune

zono whon accrelion began, but only
al0ou( 30 Earth masses of material
aitoi|eiher went inlo Uranus and
Neptune. Because Plutu.like ice
dwarls are small aM not very do_e,
even 1,000 of them would add up Io
only 2 Earthmasks of n_rlal. Since
Ihole formation models indicale that
30 In 70 I£arlhmasseso¢ex('_= mate-
rlalwore ejec_-,dfraenII_ m_ion, it is
not unreasonable to expect that Ice
dwarfs made up a few percentof the
e_e_leclubie_l=.

Ba_.,d¢_ly on _ low probability
of a eollisinn tormin_ the Pluto-
Charun pair, thecase for hundredsor
lhousands of small Icy plan0t_ Is
Intrlguln_ but hardly compelling.
What mako_the lawdwarf hlflX_thezi_
morn convincing are the other lines
Ofevidcr_41p_:lnllngto U'msame con-
¢lu$1on.

The fitsl of ll'_.seconcerns Triton.
Neptune's larl_..st salcllile. Trilun ;s
only slightly lar_er _.han Pluto. It
od_tts Neptune In a retrograd0
clockwise, as teen from north _f ihe
planet, rather than counterclock-
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enoul_h to become round owing to
Lhc furco of tts own I_raviP/. This con-
diilon requires thai tl'_ c_ject'S ma_s
riihi, t I.han its ¢omtxisit;on control
the fiery'= th_lpe. Roundnw.t due i_
mass i= the hailn_ark ul" a planet. A
quick ch_ck of Vet, allot imalf_¢ of
smail S<Jiellites shows that very small
t_O to I00 El[omelets in diameter)

laietlitei ha_,e a variety o( irregular
shapes, m;ikintl tl_m liRle more Ihan
orbitin_ ru£ks. Similarly. Voyilger
inlill_es Of icy latellltes also show
that bodies become increasingly

lldl=

round as self-Braver Y begins w play i
role. Cilcul/liunihisod upon mass
and ni._lcrial pruf_rik.,_ show that lJ_
Irin_itlon hem tn Irretlulirly shaped
Io a trlvit_tionally rounded body
lakes place forobjects 200 to 400
km in dlan_ter,The e_cactsizede-

ponds upon lherd_joct'_composition
and how fa_t it rotlt0t. VOyalier
Imilgel of satclliies throutltlrlut the
outer solar system sup_x_rtthem cel-
culitions.

The final criterion for plancihoud
is that a body cannot be so brl_ thai

It can i_nilc nuclear fires In IU Interior
and thus become li rRar.

This throe-point test for planets
lln't ped_ct, but it does _rve as a
guide as to which bodies may be
planet=. It limits the high and low
ends o_ lhesize ix mass for planetary
bodies. By these criteria, meleors and
most aiteroids fail to qu_Iify as plan-
eli. But the larliesl asteroids du quail-
hf It planets,as do the Ic_ dwarfs
1,000. to t_O00-km dlamcler (Ck=_on,
PIu=, Triton, and their suspected
bmlhreni.

wise i_s (or mc_ft sateltit_ -- orbit,

welch is recognized as tt]c signature
of a capture from a solar orbit.

P_anetary sclen=ists, including
McKIn_on and Caltccrl'i Peler Gold-
rci_k, h,_ve studied different Inethi_:ls

by v, hi_h Neptune could have cap.
tured Triton, Possible capture ice,
narios Include direct orbltil C__lJtUm,
ctplure asllsted by Sis dratl tn
_DIUr_'i atlnolphere or the 13rutt>o
Neptune nebula, and capture tel.

;owlr._ a collision between a
_un-nrl_itinft Trilon and a prirnordlll
_atelllte oi' Neptune. in each case,
cc_mpul_r =imulations stlOw capture
:o oe extremely Improbable. Nep-
,une's Of)lure el a Trill'_ orbiting tim
Stln only bcc_n_cs prol_able if sewer-
al hundred _l"ritons" orbit the Sun
_ear30 AU.

Evun mnrc cvldence forthe fermi.
!io_ and _ormer presenceo4'a plctbo.
ra ot icy prirrl'll%lla[ planets in dl¢taist
hc.licx:cntrlt: orbilil Is provided by the
tilts of Uranus and Neptune, Uranus'
rolatinn axis I$ tilted 98 = to Siso_ilal

plane, so its poles lie almo_ along
i£s osbi[, Ncpiune's rotation axis iS
tilted almoil 30 =, Alastair Cameron

lind his co-workers it the Harvtlrd.

Sinlthsoltian Center for/l._strophyiica
have found that large tllb imply c_,'dll-
siena with other planet-tlzed bodlcs
toward Ihe cod of ttv_ planet's accre.
lion phate, To produce iuch llt@
tilts, the Implciorl need IIIIQI
between 0.2 and _; Earth llllel,
depending ,iliOn the In'tpac[ speed
and the direction of the blow. 5tudie_
of the collisil.m prolllbIlltlel e_fimate
that about 50 _uch planetary bodic,_
would I_. required Io rnakc such oolll-
sio,i likely,Althuulttl ih_ txIdles arc
much I.'ir_r ll'lan II'l_ ice O_Nil'_l
dieted by the Pluto-Charon collision
and Trlton's c_tpture, they do indtc_ie
thai many ob'ectsjlar_c.rthin thetiny,
cometllke planeteaimals formed In
the eady ouler Ioltr syslem.

In such i scenario, Pluto, Chllron,

and Triton Ire simply the reties of a
once.larger I;mpulatlon el' small plan-
ell. Pluto, Charon, arid Triton ire still
in the 20 to _i0 AU anne beciuse

ihcy are In p_l_cctcd dynamical nlch-
el, hoe from the poisibillly of accre-
tion or ejection. Plulu and Charon are
proleclcd bec.au_ of the mmnanc_
with .Neptune, which keeps the pair

frons al_oroechin s close to Neptune.
Triton has been protected from accre.
tlon or ejection I:l_um it is In omit
about Neplune.

It's tnteresfinll to nolo, ho,_evcr,
that Triton's relroBrade orbit is pre-
dicted to decay in several billion
years, at which time It wtll crash rote
Neptune and merino with it. If we
were living after thai event rather
lt_=n now, the clue that Triton pro-
rides wouldn't be known tu us.

Taking each clue in Isolallon, wc
can reasonably conclude that the
formatmn of the Plutil-Charon bina-

ry, the capture of Triton, fl'lo tihlnll
of Uranus, or the lilting of Neptune
could h=vc occurred by Itself,
thou&h each had only a small
chance. But the combined prob_bll.
lty thpl _vcn objects could cause
fourev_ntl would b_ less than one
in I million billion (one In 1013')
over the age o( the s_lae syswm (the
ioven objecl= belnl Uranul, Nep.
tune. Pluto, Triton, Chiton, and the
Iwo roi!ule obiecls to ilk Uranus ana
Neptune, and the four events beln_
_he creation of the Pluto-Charon
_;nary, Trlton's capture, and the

S_'r'rEMncn 1N2
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Icy Subdwarfs

already discovered?

Phoebe

The Ioarch for I_ dwarfs in the

comet cloud is Just beglnnmg, but
then Is other evidence kx this class

el objecP,.. Astronomers have already
detected three small, icy bodies in
the resion between Saturn and
Uranus. These icy _'subdwarfs" are
2060 Chiton, Phoebe, and the newly
dlicoverod asleroid alP or planet
$145 41992 AD).

Allronomenl mualiy classify Chi-
ton, which was discovered in 1977.
as the largest known comet. Chlrur
{not to be confused wilh Pluto's moor
C]_alon) o_oits the Sun in an uns_bte,

51-year-long orbit that ranges as close
t_ the Sun as 8.5 AU and as far away
Is 19 AU. Eltimatol Of Its diameter
rang_ from 150 to 400 kilometers,
making it about the size of the _tel-
litreEnceladus, Mlma_, and Miranda.
Chiton Is 1,000 to I(30,000 times as
mauiw as a blptcal comet. In 1989,
Chiton suddenly brightened and
formed a coma, indicating its crust
contains eailly evaporated, or
volatile, ice=.

Computer modelin Kdone by r,ev.
eral groups Indicates that Chiton
mo_ likely has not been in its pretonl
orbit for more than a few million

year=, which is a short time com.
pared wlth the age of the solar syl-
'_'n. Further calculations show that

Charon c-,'xJid not have stayed (or a
long time in an orbit clor,_ Io the Sun

tillln[s of Uranus and.. "4cptune). Thi_
is sDmllar to the probability of your
reachin_intn a hundred thousand
tons of beach sand anti, on the first
try, 1_4tling out the one hiddeqt grain
that was painted purple. With th_
various clues teen to,ether, arm ti=_'J.s
a c.ompcl[In_ case that each of the
tnr_ outer plan_s 8ires indepo_Jcnt
evidence of even_ b_=t explainod by
a populallon uf several hundred IO
several thousand Ice dwa#s.

Where the Dwarfs Are

One of thu mo,,t int_rustln1_
aspecls of the Ice dwarf tJ'K.v..>ryill that
the evidence for their fnrmaUon Is
(.:_4_lalnedkl a set o( clues that have
beers known for y_0rs, but which
were not previously recul_nized as
Interrelated. I-k)wever. In accepting
the Ice dwarf hyFx)thcsis as a unifying
r,oluUon to the low prnhabilitios of
the various observed characlerist;c_
of the Uranus, N_;ptun_, and Pluto,-
Charon syr_ems dP;cdlood above, it's
natural to ask where all the IcP

dwads have gone.
The acCrel_on eix_uh of _imlt p_anct

iormation ends when the 8rowin_
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planets either aco'ete all of the avail.
abt_ martial or wavitalionally eJec.4It
Eom the formation region. Compuler
slrnufat;ons of lhis prcrL,_ predict the
e_,_:ticm of con¢_ from the Uranus-to-
Neptune zone to the Oort cloud,
which lies between a few thousand

and fifty thousand AU ftDm the Sun.
Vicf_" Sa(runov of the Stend'crg In._l-
lute in Me.cow and julio Fernandez
and Wln8 Ip (teamlnE together frnm
their institutions In South An_rt_ and

Europe) have performed the most
nolab_ o_ the_ slmulal km._.

Although the exact details of their
resull_ differ, both _roups find that
much more mass was ejected from
the Uranus-tO-Neptune zone than
was Incorporated Into Uranus and
Nq_tune thelmelve¢, TE¼ is because
e_=,Clin8 a body is dynamically more
likely than caiXurinsit. Furthermore,
both _lOUpi f_.,ll_l that m_ch of this
material was ejected from the solar
=ys;em aito_ther. Only on,-third of
It or less was actually deposited in
di,_lanl orbits in the Ooi1 cloud.

Similar calcufatlu_nt al_ show that

Pluto-sized planet= are aln_at as easi-
ly ejec.t_J by Uranus and Neptune as

comets are. This Is because the ice

dwarfs am 10,000 tl_0s lighter than
Uranu_ and Neptune ar_J thercfote
are relatively masstess. This Indicate_
that the ice dwarfs were nearly as
easily removed from the Uranus-to-
Neptune zone as the comets were,
and _al between I and 20 percent of
the original populafton (several
do, on tO a thousand ice dwad's) now
reside In the Ood ck'_Jd.

S_eu_lng the Herd
Since Clyde rombaugh's discov.

ery of Pluto in 1930, astronomers
have loatched repea_lly for a po_l-
hie tenth planet. If the tee dwarf
hyp_hesls Is COft_d, 1't01.jur_ one but
perhap_ 1_,.n=or hundreds of planets
remain to be discovered. However,

becJluse they am to **mall and distant,
the Ice dwarfs are beyond the lath-
to 23rd-mat_nitude limit of photo-
&r=phic surveys made to date. Typical
visual ma_=tudes for an Ice dwarf in
the Oore cloud lie In the ranl_e of 31
to 37, depenclln_ upon the Ice
dwarf's size and distance.

Given such an ubservational

challenEe, how might astrunomers
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jrel_:_two_J hJve lostallof its
cos. i-_enceastronomersbelieve

Ch;ron is a recenl and unusually
arpoe intruder from the Oor;

comet cloud.
;_hocbc, a 160-kin-wide satel-

,re O| Saturn, orbits on a relro.
._f3"depath thai tnd,catcs that it
was captured fteJma hdioccntric
orbit. Whether th.s _pture tour
:.)lace recently or soon afar Sat.
urn {orm_u, luundlsh Phoebe
may have formed directlyin the
_lar nebula during the c'13c_hOf
_iant planet formation.

Like Chiton, the recently dla-
covcrnd minor planet $145 is
_nc_rrn_J; compared with comets
_nd asteroids of average size.
frdlmat0S gl_,e it_ dian'_ter as 100
Io 300 kin. Its orbit is also unsta-

ble, takil_93 ycar_ to orbit the
Sun, reachirg in to 9 AU and
straying out to 30 AU.

App,_rufttly, at least three icy
s_bdwarls roam the o_ler $OlSr
_ystcm Two of these bodies
apIJe_r to have come from the
outer reaches of the' mlar system
_c.ause they lle in short.lh,_d,
unstableorbits.The presence of
thes_ icy subdwads In the outer
solar system adds tantalizing evi-
dence to the claim Iha! many
_,r_a_l pL_r_.ts orbi_ stealthily in
th_ O_rl clo_d.

I

NEPTUNE CAPIUREO TRITON eady in the history of th_ =o_r system. But the capture
alm0st c=rtainly would not have occurredual.= hundr,dt 0f Trlt0n-like bodies
roamed t_ outer solar'l_e,m.

fir_._lho_ faint obJectst Calculations
_how that a liege =nfrared space
Ob_rvalory (such as SIRTF, the pro-
posed Space I,'ffrar0d Tele_u(_': Facil-
ity) Could detect the faint thermal
emission of i¢0 dwarfs located as far

aW_y as 1,000 AU from tho Sun. Th_
Eurooe,m Infrav.:d ,_ac_ O[)servatow
US(.')L planned for launch in 1993,
could detect ice dwarfs In,ida 200
AU if a dcHIC_k_ _arch were under

_aken. Prellminanf calcul_tk>ns show
that up tn tO _Ce (Iwad_ mtshl still
u_i= in this region. By Coinpari_n,
march_,s for ice dwarf= by reflected
iigh¢ can reach o_,t only t SO to 20t3
AU; they cantles hope tO probe the
Cod Ck)ud. A_I lhe chance that t,he

motion of a still-working outbound
Voyager or Pioneerspacecraft would
be i._rlurl_..'d by an ic._dwarf's gravl-
;_,snegiiB_k:,

Even wlrh a son_iI[VOfar-infrared
observatory, locating remnant ice
U,,v_rl'swill not be easy.Prcsomably,
only a small fraction of die total pop-
ulaUon of Ice dwarf_ orbits inside
1,000 AU. These few bodies most
likely are spread rather uniformly
c_ver th_ sky,making It_ir c_l'ectlon

difficult. But if we can locate several

o_ these icy planets, we'll havc oon-
firming evidence that the solar s_s.
tern fon_._ednot only the nine planets
o( cla==Ical and tel_scr@ic di._co_eP/'
but also a great number of tiny
worlds I¢_'_

PerhaFe Not Nh_e,
Ilul Nir_ Hund_d

Although astronomers have not
_fet delcctc'd any of lhc_ now-dl=Wnt

my prank(s,there s_m to be mvoral
lines of evidence Indlotll_ the pres-
ence of nurnuruus ice dwarfs In the

past, This strongbut circumstantial
evidence reminds US of afcha_o.

logical Hudies thai conclude early
humans used flre il a _iV_ all,e, b$$-
inn the conclusion on the pmmnc_ el
tailored f:.lnt tools and cooking ulen-
sils -- even though there were no
burnt logs therapies.

Still/direct detection of dittant
Ice dwarh will be required to seal
the ca,,_, lr distant ic_ dwarfs are dis.

covered and Iheir oril_in in the
Uranus-to-Neptune _one is con-
firmed i>_ detaik_d computer model-
ing, then our persper.tive on the

outer solar system will undergo
some significant chanl_os:

First, Pluto will no _nger _c con-

sidered an oddity out_ido the para-
digm el planetary fofmatlon. Indeed
it, like Charon and Triton, would be
viewed aa or_ of the few remaining
precious relics of the once-proem|ant
ice dw,irf population. They will be ¢m.
_nsoly valuable (or _:ientifi¢ study.

_cond, we will _ Ihat the _a of
runaway plar_._e_Imal gK,w_h that led
to the fom_atiun o( Uranus and Nap,
tune took p!ace after (or lasted _ong
enough to allow for) the formation of a
significant number Of giant planet
embryos the size of pianos= and not
Jutsc_x.=.

And last, nor census of the _ular

Wm's planetary population will be
inalcd by a class at" small, icy

world= not even recognlzed [o _xl_t
until the i_maI wave of spacecraft
reconnalssxnce In the late 20th cen-
tury w_s already complete.

Alan 51era Is a planetary $clentlsi _
_uthwc.$t Re,arch Institufe in San
An_.mkJ, Texas.
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